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1. INTRODUCTION 
LET p be a prime. The p-primary al-periodic homotopy groups of a space X, denoted 
v;‘n,(X). are defined as a direct limit. These groups are important because they seem to be 
a sizable part of the actual homotopy groups and they contain obstructions to a number of 
important geometric problems (e.g. James numbers [6], [9], [lo]). The Unstable Novikov 
Spectral Sequence (UNSS) is well suited for studying periodic homotopy at odd primes 
since the v,-periodic information is often concentrated on the one and two lines. The 
2-primary information is more complicated but the periodic homotopy often appears in 
filtrations I; 4. In this paper we define the vt-local UNSS and, in the case of compact, 
p-torsion free Lie groups show how the localized spectral sequence determines the periodic 
homotopy at odd primes. 
In Section 2 we define the periodic UNSS and prove the existence of a localized double 
suspension sequence. The sequcncc will enable us to inductively calculate the local E2 term 
of the odd spheres (4. I). The periodic homotopy of S2”+ ’ is known [ 111. so we are able to 
conclude that the periodic UNSS converges to the periodic homotopy. There are two 
important consequences. We now have Novikov names for periodic homotopy classes 
which is very useful for calculating periodic homotopy of more complicated spaces [6] and, 
ifp > 2 we see that the periodic E2 term is concentrated in filtrations 1 and 2 for a large class 
of spaces which includes the p-torsion free Lie groups and sphere bundles over spheres. In 
particular if we knew the periodic spectral sequence converged we would have reduced the 
problem of calculating the periodic homotopy groups to an algebra problem (if p is odd). 
We prove the convergence in Section 5. Calculating the periodic UNSS is still formidable 
(after all it is a complete calculation of this large part of homotopy), but the work of [2] and 
[7] shows that it is possible. 
For p = 2 we are able to prove that the periodic UNSS converges for many of these 
spaces. The problem is that one cannot desuspend the techniques which prove that the 
stable, VI-periodic Novikov spectral sequence converges to the stable, periodic homotopy. 
As a consequence we have to use rather ad hoc methods. At present we need to place 
conditions on the periodic E2 term in order to guarantee that there are no spurious classes 
which survive to E, but do not represent periodic homotopy classes (e.g. E: is cyclic). In 
any case the conditions are satisfied for most spaces. There may be differentials in the 
2-primary, periodic spectral sequence but the only differentials are d,‘s and all periodic 
homotopy is detected in filtrations 5 4. In many important situations we can calculate the 
differentials and, therefore the periodic homotopy. This is done in [6] for SLl(n). 
t The author was partially supported by the National Science Foundation. 
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We conclude in Section 6 with remarks regarding some generalizations to spaces other 
than those discussed in the previous sections and to mapping spaces. 
2. DEFIhTTION OF THE u,-PERIODIC UNSS 
In this section we review the properties of the UNSS which we will use in the sequel and 
construct the localized Unstable Novikov Spectral Sequence. The main references are [3] 
and [4]. 
For a fixed prime, p and a simply connected space X the UNSS converges to the 
homotopy groups of X localized at p. If the integral cohomology is a free algebra we may 
describe EL in terms of the unstable cobar complex. We first recall the unstable generators 
for BP, and F = BP,BP. 
BP* = Zc,,[ur, u2.. . .I. 
where the ui are the Araki generators, and 
I- = BP,[h,, h,, . . .]. 
where hi = c(ti). c the canonical anti-isomorphism of F. 
Let ! = (i,, iz, . . .) be a sequence of non-negative integers. Let h’ denote h’,‘h$ . , . 
Definirion 2.1. If M is a nonncgativcly graded free left BP,-module. Cl(hf) is dcfincd to 
be the BP, span of 
Dclfinition 2.2. Suppose we are given an unstable F-comodulc with coaction 
$:M -+ U(M). Then the unstable cobar complex is the chain complex C’.‘(bf) = U’(M) 
with differential given by 
d(CY,l-Y*l . . . IY..l~d = Cl Iy, I . * * I’i.1~~~ + ,i, ( - IelI . . . Ir;lY;l . . * IYslrn 1 
+ ( - I),+’ C[YIl ’ * ’ I’/3l/l*lW. 
where 71~ r, +(yJ = 1 r; @ y;’ and $(m) = ~/II @ mi. 
We define the unstable Ext group to be the homology of the unstable cobar complex 
Ext”*‘(bf) = H’*‘(C(ICI)). 
Then in the case of a space with cohomology a free algebra we have 
&(X) = Ext(PBP,X). 
where P denotes the primitives. 
We have to use the Araki generators to study the properties of the UNSS because we 
need integral right action formulas, (see [3, 3.11). We never actually need the Araki 
generators for calculations. Since the coefficients, u, E BP,,_ *, and u2 E BP2p~_l play 
a special role, and we wish to avoid complicated coefhcients. we replace them with the 
Hazewinkel generators, D, ( = Ui mod p). We denote c’, by u. We need the formula for its right 
action 
q(u) = 0 - ph. 
where h denotes h,. It is customary to write I * u for q(c). With this notation we can illustrate 
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Definitions 2.1, 2.2. Let p = 2. Then the element 2h2 @I r3 lives in filtration one of the cobar 
complex for a module on one 3-dimensional generator (denoted I~). To see this we use the 
right action formula for o to rewrite 2h2 as h* c’ - ~4 which is defined on a 3-dimensional 
class (1 *c passes through BB..). We say 2h2 is a cycle in E2(S3) which is not divisible by 2. 
but is divisible by 2 when the suspended to the 5-sphere. 
The EHP and double suspension sequences appear at the EZ level of the UNSS. We 
have a commutative diagram of exact sequences: 
1 
+ E;(Sz”-‘) 5 E;(P) 5 E;- 1 (p” - 1 ) 4 &+ 1(%52”- I) 
II 
+ &(p-‘) < 
16 If II 
E;(s*“+‘) f? Ext”-‘(W(n)) 2 E;+1(S2n-‘) 
1H 
(2.3) 
E;(S*Pa+ 1 
) 
1p 
E’,’ * (s2n) 
where 
l it” is a space with H*(iZm; Z(,,) z P(I~~)/I~. In particular 92n = S2” if p = 2, 
0 W(n) Z BP,lp(xzp.- ,. ~2~zn- I. . . . } with r-coaction given by 
Il/(.~lp%- *) = 2 pk-%p_‘, 63 X*Pr.- 1, 
0 If:= ;~~,x,,,_,~Ext(Ct’(n)), then 
P2(=) = 4Y 63 pm @ 12” - 19 
0 If xoE;(S*“+‘) is rcprescntcd in the unstable cobar complex by y @I It”@ 12,,+, 
modulo terms which dcsuspcnd, and y is a double suspension with rcspcct to the 
dimension of h” @ 12” + , (i.e. y is defined on the 2n(p - I) + 2n - I sphere) then 
f~*(*~) = Y 63 X247” - 1 
l I is the mod p reduction to the bottom class of W(n). 
0 If xEE;(P’+’ ) and H*(x) is in the image of I (i.e. H*(x) lives on the bottom cell of 
W(n) and is the reduction of an integral class), then x is born on S2n, 
0 IfxEE;(S*“+’ ) and H2(x) lies on the bottom cell of W(n), but is not the reduction of 
an integral class then x is born on S’“+‘. Furthermore in the metastable range [3]. 
H’(x) = &H,(x)), 6 = the Bockstein homomorphism. 
The last two points may be summarized as follows: If XE Ei is born on s^“’ its Hopf 
invariant is a generator of E2(S’p”-‘). If x is born on S*"+ ’ its Hopf invariant is an element 
of order two in E2(SZPn+’ ). It sometimes happens that x is born on E2(S2n+‘) with Novikov 
Hopf invariant an element z of order 2 in E2 which, because of an extension, does not 
survive to an element of order two in homotopy. In such a situation x will support an 
unstable differential. This will be further explained in Section 3. 
We now construct the integral u,-periodic Unstable Novikov Spectral Sequence for 
some spaces. In order to compare the resulting spectral sequence with the periodic 
homotopy groups, we model our construction on the definition in [IO]. 
We first recall the construction of the integral u, periodic homotopy groups. Fix a prime 
p. and let X bc a space such that 
l xi(X) is finite for large i, and 
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l There is an e and a t sufficiently large such that 
p’: nx + n*x 
is null where J? is obtained from X by killing the elements of infinite order in ni(X). 
Let M’ denote the mod pe Moore space with top cell in dimension t. The map j in the 
fibre sequence 
admits a (non-canonical) section. It is the indeterminacy in the choice of the section which 
causes some complicatons in the definition of periodic homotopy. Let s denote a section of 
j and A:hff+l+qP’+ Ml+1 the Adams map (4 = 2(p - 1)). Define A’ to be the composite 
fl’x A Map,(M’+ ‘, x) 2 Map,(M’+ * +‘JP’, .f) L Q”4P.X. 
Then the periodic homotopy groups are defined by 
-1 
0 I nk+,(X) = lim 7rt+,QiqP’X) 
where the limit is taken over the adjoints of A’ and its loopings. See [IO] for details and 
a discussion of the problems inherent in the definition. From the point of view of the UNSS 
the space x is complicated. However we may replace d with X in the definition since 
Q’x + R’X is a homotopy equivalence for large t. 
For Y a finite, pointed space there is an UNSS converging to Map,( Y, X), [S]. If 
Y = M’ the Et term is the homology of C(PEP,(X)) @ Z/p’ (P. as usual, denotes the 
primitives) which WC write as ,5,(X; Z/p’). If Y = S’the Ez term is isomorphic to E2(X) with 
a shift in internal degree. (See [S] for details. Notice this is not the UNSS converging to the 
homotopy of Q’X). The maps A and j induce maps of Unstable Novikov Spectral Se- 
quences. The Adams map inducts multiplication by up’-’ and j induces the Bockstein 
homorphism associated to 
z 4 z 4 Z/p’ 
To understand s at the level of the UNSS we have to pick a splitting, f of the map B in 
the exact sequence 
d 
0 + Ef(X) : E:(X. Z/p’) - Ef+‘(X) + 0 
where we have picked p’ large enough to kill the homotopy and E2 term in this dimension. 
Unfortunately J may not commute with differentials. To overcome this we choose our 
splitting as follows. Let r: Ef(X; Z/p’) + Ef(X; Z/p*‘) be induced by multiplication by p’. 
We now define the map A’ using M’+‘(p*‘) instead of M’+‘(p’) with section s = ro& for 
any S, a section associated to p’. Let A” be defined by 
E*(X) -: E2(X;Zlp2') CE*(X;Z/p2') -fB E*(X) 
where 6 is the Bockstein homomorphism associated to the exact sequence 
0 + z 5 z + z/p*’ 4 0. 
(Note: Since we will be taking a limit we may assume the internal degree in E2 is large, so 
01 p’*-’ does indeed act on E2(X; Z/p”) since d(vf) is divisible by p’+’ on large classes). We 
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now define the o,-periodic E2 term by 
u;‘E,(X) = lim E*(X). 
- 
with the limit defined using A”. In the following lemma Pr and H2 are the maps in the 
double suspension sequence, 2.3. 
LEMMA 2.4 (i) A” commutes wirh differentials in the UNSS. 
(ii) P2 (G’{“- ‘x) = A”P,(x)fir x~Ext(W(n)) 
(iii) H2(A”x) = ~‘~~*-‘H~(~)fir XE E2(SZn+l). 
Proof: The diagram 
P= 
o-, z + Z + z/pr 4 0 
II 
P’. 
1 P’ 1 P’ 
o+ z + Z -+ Z/p2’ -+ 0 
induces 
0 + E2(X) -+ E,(X; Z/P’) 5 E,(X) -+O 
10 lr 
O+ E2(X) --, E2(X; Z/p2’) : 
II * 
E2(X) -0 
The left vertical map is zero since pc kills E2(X). In particular the indeterminacy in the 
choice of S maps to zero via r. It follows that s commutes with differentials ince the lack of 
commutativity lies in the indeterminacy. 
(ii) For XE E2(X) let z = s(x), ZE E2(X; Z/p2’) with z~lm r, S(z) = x. Let i be a 
pullback of z to E2(X). Then A”z = b(uf’-‘z) = &*-‘x + 3(of”“)z. (Notice that 
A 
,I 
= Caplo- l/2., p 2c, x) where (-, -, -) is the Massey product in E2. We will not need this 
fact for the proof.) 
For ye Ext( IV(n)). P2(y) = d(w) where w is an element in the stable cobar complex with 
the property that pw belongs to the unstable cobar complex. In particular p2r~ = sP2(x). 
We have 
P2(#-Ix) = d(vf”-‘w) = of-‘P,(x) + d(of”-‘)w 
= 01 p2’-‘P2(x) + 6(uf’-‘)pzcw = A”(P,(x)). 
(iii) H,(A”x) = H2(uf2’-‘X + ~(uf”-‘)z). Since zEImr,p’(z and H2(A”x) = 
01 P’*-‘H2(~). 0 
As a consequence of(i) A” survives to A’. It does not follow that the u,-periodic UNSS of 
X converges to the u,-periodic homotopy of X. There may be o,-free elements in homotopy 
which are not detected in the periodic UNSS because multiplication by u1 repeatedly jumps 
BP filtration. It is also possible for an element to support arbitrarily long differentials 
producing a spurious element in E,. In a later section we will show that the periodic UNSS 
does indeed converge to the periodic homotopy of odd spheres and many spaces built out of 
odd spheres. 
We noted in the proof of 2.4 that u1 acts on Ext( W(n)). We define v;‘Ext( W(n)) to be 
the direct limit over multiplication by ul. From 2.4 we have the periodic double suspension 
sequence 
-1E;(S2n-1) 2 u;1E;(S2”+1 + 01 ) 2 u;‘Ext’-‘(W(n)) 2 . (2.5) 
While it is true that u; l Ext( w(n)) is defined by taking a limit using multiplication by u,, 
we must use multiplicaton by UC (N large) in order to define 2.5. 
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3. THE DESL’SPENSION OF ImJ AND THE UNSTABLE TOWERS 
The unstable l-line consist of the desuspensions of the elements in the stable l-line. For 
p odd the unstable l-line is described in [1] and [4]. For p = 2 the desuspension of the 
l-line is described in [ 11. Since the case of p odd is easier we limit most of our discussion to 
the prime 2. Let 
i 
d(c: )/2 if k odd 
dl, = d(u:)/4 if k=2 (3.1) 
d(u: + 2 v~k~+Lv~-3u2)/2y(k”2 if k even and 2 4. 
(if p is odd, & = d(u:)/p”p(“+‘). 
For all primes, if pi < the order of & then %k/i(%k if i = 1) denotes the element of order pi. 
H2((Xk,i) = ukTi( [4]). For p = 2, if k - i = 3 mod 4, H’(lk/i) supports a IIOn-trbial dJ. Since 
H’ commutes with differentials [3], d,(CQ,i) # 0 in this case. If k - i 3 6 mod 4, 
H’(rxk,i) = ak_i which has order 2 in E2 but survives to an element of order 4 in homotopy. 
Since the Hopf invariants of the desuspensions of ImJ are of order 2 [15,4.4], ak/i must 
support a non-trivial differential on S”+‘. (From [I] we know the differential is a d,. We 
shall reprove this.) Comparing with the known desuspensions of IntJ [ 151, we see that there 
are no other differentials. So we have proven. 
THEOREM 3.2. In EJ oj the U NSS ak,i(Zk,i # ad, + 3 or a.,, + b,,) desuspends to 
S*‘+’ if k-i#2,3mod4 
S”” ij’ k-is2,3mod4. 
Furthrrmore E:.*(S2”+ ‘) = Ek *(S’“+ ‘). 
(For odd primes aLll dcsuspcnds to S2’ l ‘, [4] .) 
We now turn to the unstable clcmcnts in filtration 2. If p is odd thcsc elements are 
calculated in [4] whcrc the unstable elcmcnts are described in terms of the unstable towers 
in E2. There is some information in [6], for p = 2, but only enough to calculate the 
u,-periodic homotopy of an odd sphere. In order to complete the description (i.e. calculate 
the Hopf invariants) we recall that the following is a complete list of elements in filtration 
2 of the UNSS which double suspend to zero. (This is a consequence of 2.3 and the 
description of the Hopf invariants of the elements in filtration I.) In the following n = 2’s, 
with s odd. 
ift>O 
d(h”),d(uh”-‘), . . . ,d(u”-‘-3h’+3), (3.3) 
d(h”), d(uh”-‘), . . . , d(u”-‘-2h’+2), 
if t = 0, where, by convention, the list is empty if the largest exponent of u is < 0. So we have 
to find the spheres of origin of these elements. We need the following result about the stable 
Et term for a Moore space [ 17. 5.3.133. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let M be the mod(2) Moore space and Ext(BPJ(2)) the E2 term of the 
stable Nocikou Spectral Seqlrence conueryiny to the stable homotopy of M. Then: 
(a) Ext(BPJ(2)) contains a direct summand isomorphic to Z2[u, q]@ { 1, u) Q (a2} where 
UE Ext0*2 isrepresented by u,, qe Extla2 is represented by h, and LIE Ext’*8 is represented by 
the mod(2) reduction oja = d(u4 + 8~2)/16. 
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Under the reduction map BP, + BPJ(2). if t is odd then the generator 
CY,EE~~‘*“(BP,) maps co qr f-1. I/t is ecen and > 2 then 5,E Ext’*” maps co UL+-~. 
(c) Under the Bockstein homomorphism 6: Ext”(BPJ(2)) -+ Ext’* ‘(BP,), v’ maps to 2, for 
all t > 0; ubc maps to qz’, + J ly t is odd and to 0 ly I is even. 
There are differentials on the classes in 3.4. If t = 2 or 3 mod(4) then 
d,(o’jrQ’) = v’-~ lc3 l h u (e = 0, 1). If the Hopf Invariant, H2, in the double suspension 
sequence 2.3 was a geometric map, the d,‘s on all of the elements in the unstable one line 
would be a consequence of these differentials. 
The element ji2 is the Novikov name of v in the 3 stem. There are relations, induced by 
the differentials on u2 and h,, which split S2 off of the tensor product. 
We now adapt the notation of the unstable towers [4] to the prime 2. As in [4] we use 
the notation 
(.xh’)ph- 
to denote an element born (in E2) on the 2k + sphere with Hopf x which is 
on 2m + sphere by P2 y. In this the “Hopf invariant x” .X is 
mod(2) on the generator in W(k)). The cycles that are given 
in 3.4. usual, let n 2’s with odd. There are types of unstable towers 
the prime two corresponding to cases t 0. t I and I > I. 
If I = 0 the notation {$I”-‘),,” dcnotcs the tower of elements: 
(rph” -‘2)“h. - I
($1” - ‘)p . 
lf t = I the notation {dlhne2 }h” dcnotcs the tower of elements: 
(UU” - ‘h),, - ,,,. 
((uu + /&)h”-5)u5h”-z 
((u + p2,2jha-J)“b”- I 
(LiJI” - 2)k” 
where BZ12 and /I2 are the Novikov names for v2 and E respectively and pdenotes a mod 
2 cycle whose Bockstein is p. In particular B2,2 = (d(v:) mod 2)/u2 and p2 = uIJ~,~. If n = 6 
we have to modify the description of the top of the tower (i.e. the class on the 3 sphere). Its 
Hopf invariant has Bockstein E instead of (0~ + c) (uuh is not defined on the 3 sphere!) 
Notice the extra double desuspension at the bottom of the tower. 
If I > 1 the notation {t~‘-~lt”-‘-~ Jh. denotes the tower of elements: 
(uu” - 5 h),.-r-Jh,., 
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THEOREM 3.5. The Unstable elements in Ef- ‘” of the CJNSS are @en by the unstable 
towers described above. 
Before proving 3.5 it may be helpful to compare the elements described in the unstable 
towers with some unstable elements given in Toda’s book [19]. 
Example. This example is in the 18 stem [19. p. 1621 where we have the tower {O?zh8}hlo. 
This is shorthand for the following elements in E2(SN) (we will only illustrate the 
unstable phenomena beyond the 7 sphere). 
N= 9 I1 13 15 17 
filt. 4 0 . l 
l + 0 
0 
. . + 0 
(uv +‘&)h’ 4 ’ - . + 0 . 
(u + j2,2)h6 + ; + . 
&ha 
19 2i 
+ 0 
- . -e 0 
Figure I in section 4 is a chart of the localized UNSS. (The main difference between the 
unstable lements in the localized spectral sequence and the unlocalized spectral sequence is 
that the distinction between the cases t = 1 and t > 1 vanishes.) The localization of c?,he 
double desuspends to the 15 sphere where it supports a difTcrcntial. Our example is in a stem 
congruent to 2 mod 8 where there are extensions into filtration 4. We indicated the 
extensions by placing a dot in filtration 4 whenever there is a non zero class that survives. i.e. 
on SN, N = 2n + 1 with n P 0.3 mod 4. Se WC have the elements with orders given by the 
following table: 
S” S” S” S” S19 S’ 
2, zLI ZH Z@ z1 0. 
Notice that the element of order 2 on the 13 sphere jumps filtration to the non-zero class 
in filtration 4 when suspended to the 15 sphere and the element in filtration 2 of order two 
on the 15 sphere jumps filtration to the non zero-class on the 17 sphere. The elements in 
filtration 4 all double desuspend to zero. 
The generator on S l3 has a double suspension Hopf invariant with Bockstein equal to 
/I*,*. So the element is born on S13 with Hopf invariant v2. (Toda calls this generaor 1. Its 
Hopf invariant is calculated in [19, 12.18.)) In a similar way the generator on the 11 sphere 
is born on S” with Hopf invariant a~ + E (In [19] this class is called I’. Toda’s calculation 
on page 158 shows that the Hopf invariant is E mod a+) As noted above this element does 
not die on the 17 sphere. It jumps to filtration 4 and is killed by P2q2 on the 19 sphere. The 
term fi2 does not appear higher up in the tower (hence hot in periodic homotopy) because 
v2@2/2 = 0. 
The generator on the 9 sphere supports a differential. To see this we note that its Hopf 
invariant is uv2 which is the mod 2 reduction of a’6 (see 3.4). & supports a differential, 
implying a non trivial d, on the generator. There is a family ofd3’s from the 2 line which 
arise because of differentials on Hopf invariants. In higher stems we cannot say these are all 
of the differentials. However the main result of section 4 implies there are no other 
differentials after localization. 
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These calculations apply to every stem congruent to 2 mod 8. (With some minor 
modification for in the 10 stem) 
To prove 3.5 we need the following lemma about the Whitehead product. 
LEMMA 3.6. In E:(S’“- ‘) we hate: 
(a) If n is odd 
d(h”) = q @I h”- 1 
modulo terms which desuspend to SZnm3. 
(b) If n is even, and > 2 
d(h”) = d(o”)/(2” lo”-‘- ‘)) @ h”-‘- ‘. 
modulo terms which desuspend to S2’n-r’-5 
Proof of Lemma 3.6. Recall n = 2’s, with s odd. We have 
2’s 
( ) 
II-1 
d(W) = 2’sh @I h”- ’ + 2 h2@hn-2 + c ; h’@h”-‘. 
0 
(3.4) 
i=2 
As in the proof of Thcorcm 4.6 in [6] (a) follows from this formula and [14, p. 1903. To 
prove(b) we recall that the result is proven modulo S2’n-“-3 in [6]. In order to calculate the 
Hopf invariants we need to understand the coefficient of - @ It”-I-*. We calculate modulo 
terms defined on the 2(n - t - 3) + I sphere. 
We rewrite 3.4 as the sum of two parts: 
I+1 
d(h”) = c 
0 
” 21-‘-lhl@22’+1-ih”-I+ “f ’ 
1-1 1 
( .)“‘a h”-‘. 
d-t+2 1 
(3.5) 
From [14], ~~((7) + i - t - I) 2 0( > 0 if i > 2) so the first sum is integral. In the second 
sum all terms are zero mod the 2(n - t - 3) + I sphere except perhaps (,J2)h’+2 @I h”-Is2. 
If t # 2 the binomial coefficient is even and the term desuspends. If t = 2 the binomial 
coefficient is odd and we have the contribution h4 @ hnb4. 
Using the right action formula for u1 we can rewrite 2’+1-‘hn-’ as 
V r+l-‘hn-r-l + (t + 1 - i)u’-‘h”-‘-‘u modulo the 2(n - t) - 5 sphere. 
Equation 3.5 can now be written (modulo terms on the 2(n - t) - 5 sphere) as: 
r+ 1 
d(h”) = 1 
0 
1 21-‘-lh~u’+l-~~hh”-f-I 
I=1 l 
+(t)hu’_‘@Iv-‘_‘u+(t- l)h2u’-2@h”-‘-1u 
+ .ch4@ hn-4 
where E = 0 unless t = 2. Using the differential on (t)u2u’- 1 @ h”-‘- lu we can replace the 
last two terms with h2ufs2 @ h”-‘-‘u. We now eliminate this term. There are two cases. 
Case I. t > 2. Using the ditferential on u~u’-~~“-‘-‘u we can modify this term to 
u2hu’-’ @ It”-‘-‘u. There is enough room to pass the u’s past the h to give u’-‘h @I h”-‘-*LX 
This term is killed by the differential on u’-‘h”-‘u. 
Case 2. t = 2 We have to kill h2 @ \I”-)u. The differential on h2h”-‘u will do the job. 
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Now we examine d(v”)/2’+‘. Expanding the right action formula for uIr and using [ 143 
as above we obtain, modulo the 2(n - t) - 5 sphere 
Where E is zero unless t = 2. Notice that each term is divisible by L~-‘-~, and after 
dividing by d-‘-’ we have the leading terms in d(h”). H 
Proof of 3.5. We note that the coefficient of /I”-‘-~ represents twice the generator (if 
t > 1). Just as the generators of ImJ are constructed by altering d(u”+1)/2r+1 (see 3.1) we can 
alter d(h”) by 
d(u2t+-*) @ h”-‘-’ = d(u2u’-2) @ h”-‘-l + (n - t - l)ozu’-*h @ h”-I-* 
modulo S2(n-“-5 to double desuspend it. If t > I the desuspended class has leading term 
UU’-~~“-‘-* (see 3.4). If t = 1 there are not enough ti’s to use the relation so in this case 
d(h*‘) = (hu + h’) @ h”-* = d2hn-* does not desuspend any more. 
The higher terms in the tower are obtained by multiplying by 2 and using the relation 
2h = L’ + I -u to obtain the dcsuspension of twice the cycle and the cochain that kills it. We 
obtain the extra dcsuspcnsion in the case t = I bccausc one application of the formula for 2h 
gives us enough ~1,‘s to use the relation d(u2) = ho* + h*u mod 2. The resulting dcsuspcnsion 
has leading term with Hopf invariant ~7 + /r,,,. The process of multiplying by 2 and double 
dcsuspcnding proceeds as in the cast t > 1 cxccpt for n = 6. In this case we cannot double 
dcsuspcnd (au + E) @ 11 to the 3 sphcrc bccausc (au) Q, h is not dcfincd on S3. However, in 
the IO stem thcrc is an clcmcnt E’ born on the 3 sphere with Hopf invariant E. [19]. The only 
possible class in the UNSS which can dctcct it is the top of this tower. As a consequence it 
must have a double suspension Hopf invariant with Bockstein pZ. This can also be verified 
by direct calculation in the UNSS. n 
4. TtlE v,-PERIODIC SPECTRAL SEQUENCE FOR ODD SPtlERES 
Using the periodic double suspension sequence 2.5 we shall inductively show that 
u;%;(P+l) is a free, left q-module on E’ and E2 subject to the relation 2~ = 0 if p = 2, 
(a is the class of [h] in the unstable cobar complex), and is concentrated in filtrations 1 
and 2 if p is odd. 
THEOREM 4.1 (i) 1f p is odd u;‘E~(S*“+~ ) is generated by the desuspension of ImJ, 
u;‘E;(S*“+’ ) is generated by the unstable towers ([4]) and u;’ E:(S*“+‘) = Ofor s > 2. 
(ii) ff p = 20; ’ Ef(S’“+ ’ ) is generated as a left q-module by 0;’ E~(S’“+‘) and the 
unstable towers in 0;’ E~(S*““) subject only to the relation 2~ = 0. 
Proofi We prove the even case as the case of p odd is easier. The proof is a double 
induction. First we assume we have proven 4.1 for the localization of stems < k. (The 
induction starts since the case k = I is trivial). For the localization of the k-stem we do 
induction on the dimension of the sphere, the theorem being trivial for the l-sphere. We 
map to the localized double suspension sequence, 2.5. The theorem is known for 
0;’ E;(SZn - ‘) by induction. Furthermore the image of the Hopf invariant H2 lies in smaller 
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stems, for which the theorem is known. There is a spectral sequence converging to 
o;‘Ext( W(n)) with E,-term isomorphic to 
,9 r;‘&(S Z”‘ll- 1; jay*). (4.2) 
See [3]. The first differential is induced by the coproduct in W(n) 
d, (x 2” I,_ 1) = 2h*‘“X2’“_ 1 
where {.x~,~_ ,} are the generators. 
(4.3) 
The homology of the mod 2 reduction of the cobar complex, E;(S2’“-1; Z,) is isomor- 
phic to the mod 2 reduction of E:(S”“- ‘) and Tor(E”,+ ‘(.S*‘“- ‘); Z,). If x is of order 2 in 
E:+l then it contributes an element, y to Tor with d,(y) = 2x. By induction we know that 
4.2 is generated as a left q module by the mod 2 reduction of the generators, and the 
contribution of the elements of order 2 to Tor. r] @I x, x a cycle, contributes ux to Tor. As for 
the q-module generators, there are two cases: 
Case I. E2(.vZln_ ,) i large. Large means the unstable generator in this stem suspends to 
the stable generator. In this case the contribution to Tor ofan element from the one line is in 
filtration zero and is generated as a left uI module by I. The contribution to Tor of the 
unstable towers are in filtration I and are given by the “subscripts” in the unstable towers 
notation. Specifically an clement of order 2 in the tower in Ez(Sf‘“-‘) has the form 
x = (&.,,,I‘“. The element which kills 2.~ is 2 times the subscript, i.e. 2h*‘” (up to factors of u1 
on the left). Passing to the limit the new classes introduced in u-‘Ez(Sf’“-‘; Z/2) arc 1 in 
filtration zero and { 211”“) in filtration one. d,(I) = 211”” and d,(c?,) = 2&h”” = fith2’n- * (up 
to factors of u). In other words d, maps the stable classes and Tor of the stable classes to the 
unstable classes and Tor of the unstable classes. Thcrcforc Ez of 4.2 is isomorphic to E, 
which is isomorphic to the sruhfe, periodic E2 term on the bottom Moore space. 
Cuse 2. i smcdl. In this case the generator of the one line is divisible by 2 after two 
suspensions. Also the element of order 2 in the unstable tower comes from the 3 sphere. So 
the mod 2 reduction of the l-line generator is an unstable mod 2 class and UU“ has Bockstein 
the element of order two in the tower (a must be even in this case). So the differentials on the 
mod 2 reduction of the one line maps to the mod 2 reduction of the generators of the 
unstable towers, as before, and the differentials of the elements on the 0 line map to the 
mod 2 reduction of the generators on the one line. 
There is one relation: qr’ = a,+ 1 if I is even. Theorem 4.1 now follows by induction. n
Rrmurks. (a) The proof of Theorem 4.1 can be viewed as an algebraic verification of 
theorems of Mahowald, [ 163 (for p = 2) and Harper-Miller, [ 121 (for p > 2) asserting that 
the periodic homotopy of the fibre of the double suspension map is isomorphic to the stable 
homotopy of the bottom Moore space. 
(b) The or local version of conjecture 6.2 in [33 is a Corollary of 4.1. 
(c) The situation when an element in the unstable tower has a Hopf invariant satisfying 
the condition of Case 2 corresponds to the case [4, 3.2(iv)] for odd primes. 
Figure I is a chart of the periodic E2 term for S’“+’ at the prime 2. The horizontal labels 
are the stems, mod 8. For the most part the notation is that of the previous sections. The 
chart is generated as an q module by ImJ on the l-line and the unstable towers on the 2-line. 
In order to keep the table from becoming unreadable we took some liberties with the 
notation. For example we call the generator of ImJ in stems congruent to 7 mod 8 &+ r) 
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even if the stable generator does not desuspend to S2”’ ‘. The terms that were canceled by 
stable da’s are not shown except for $?i.$k in filtration 4. The subscript indicates that this 
class is killed by a stable d3 when the subscript is born, i.e. on S’. 
Except for the differential from &(l,+ r) all of the d,‘s have targets in filtration greater 
than 4. The differentials from the two line come about in the following way. 
In stems = 6 mod 8 the generator of the unstable tower has the form uDOh4’-‘. So 
n=4k-ar -amod4. 
(a) Case 1. If a is even then uo” is the mod 2 reduction of L%,,+~ which supports 
a differential if a + 4 = 2 mod 4. Se we have a differential if n z 2 mod 4. 
(b) Case 2. If a is odd then the Bockstein of uo” is @,,,, (see 3.4). r&,+, supports 
a differential if a + 3 E 2 mod 4. So we have a differential if n E 1 mod 4. 
The other differentials on the unstable elements arise in a similar manner. From [6, 
Theorem 4.61 there are no other differentials. We already know that there is a differential 
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originating from squ + i, when n = 1,2 mod 4. Since we now know ~2(~h4L+2} survives it 
must be hit by the indicated d, in order to get the correct answer ([ 11.4.41). In a similar way 
all extensions are determined by comparing with [ 113. In stems = 2 mod 8 on the 3 and 
5 spheres the extensions are into ~$5~~. (the chart is a bit ambiguous). The classes r$ {tfh”‘;, 
don’t survive. On the 7 and 9 sphere rl x 3 -4L is now dead, killed by d3 from GJt + 2. The 
extensions are now into ~2{$4’j, which now survives. 
The elements $.(generator of unsrable rower), i > 0, are all of order 2 and suspend to 
zero. (the generator of the unstable tower is divisible by 2 when double suspended.) So the 
subscripts are dropped from the notation. As a consequence all unstable diflerentials are 
non-zero only on the spheres of origin. 
The notation for the class +?,, is a bit misleading. When ~5,~ is born an unstable 
element in the tower is also born with the same Hopf invariant. In the chart qgqlr denotes the 
difference of these two classes. It now desuspends to S3 (see [lS, 4.21). When n = 1,2 mod 4. 
&, supports a differential and this unstable class supports a d, which hits the same target. 
Finally we recall how the 0j family fit into this picture. In E2.0, is born two spheres after 
the Whitehead product and sits under the unstable tower. When localized 0, becomes an 
element in the unstable tower. So we have a L’~ periodic class which is ri periodic when born. 
We summarize the results of this section in the following theorem. 
TMEOREM 4.4. T/it pc*riotlic Umtahle 1Vwikov Spectral Sequence converges jiw the odd 
sphcws. 
Proof: Comparing with [I I] proves the C;ISC p = 2. For p odd WC compare with 
[I I. 4.1.4.41 and [IH]. a 
5. COSVERCENCE 
In this section WC study the convergence of the periodic UNSS. The only spaces for 
which we can calculate the periodic E2 term are spaces built up from spheres by a sequence 
of fibrations. 
Definition 5.1. A space, X, is spherically resolved if H+(X; Z@,) z 
&4-~2”,+l~X2n~+lr~ . .), and there are spaces * = X -,, X,, . . . , Xk = X andfibrations 
Xi-1 + Xi* XZnr+’ 
where A(p) is the exterior algebra over Z(,,. 
If p > 2 it is easy to prove that the periodic UNSS converges for spherically resolved 
spaces. 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose p is odd, and X is spherically resolved, then: 
L’-‘E:*~‘+‘(X) z v;‘n2)(X) 
c-iE’.2k+1(x) Z v;‘nzk-,(X) 2 
a-‘E;(X)=0 if s>2. 
Prooj Assume the theorem is true for Xi-, . Then, from the long exact sequence of 
v-‘E2’s, c-‘&(X) r 0 ifs > 2. As in (IO, Section 31 there is a commutative diagram of 
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exact sequences 
-1 
01 nzk-‘(xi_1) * ~;‘nzk_l(xi) * v~k-l(sZn,+l) _,o 
II 1 $i II (5.3) 
o;‘E $*k+‘(Xi_,) -, r;‘E;.2k+‘(Xi) + r;‘E;.2k+‘(22”1+‘) -.O 
The vertical maps are defined by considering the periodic homotopy as a direct 
summand of actual homotopy for a large stem and mapping to the UNSS (see [lo]). The 
end zeros follow by induction since c’;‘E,(X~_‘) is zero in filtration 3. The theorem now 
follows from the 5-lemma. n 
We now prove convergence for p = 2. We proceed by proving a series of lemmas that 
may be of independent interest. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let X be spherically resolved. Then 
(a) 1 ; ’ El(X) is qcncrated as an q-module by elements in filtrations 1 and 2. 
(b) ~f.xov;‘E~(X)s > 2 and qs = 0 then x = 0. 
Prooj: By induction WC may assume the lemma is true for XI_ ,. The fibration 
Xi_* ’ ’ -rx*-*s ‘“I+ ’ inducts a long exact scqucnce in 0; ‘El, 
(a) Let ZEC; ‘E;(Xi) with s > 2. Then g*(c) = qy since the lemma is true for the odd 
sphcrcs. So 0 = (7(1/y) = nt’(~). By induction we have 3(y) = 0 and y pulls back to a class 
WEO;‘&-‘(Xi). Now c - r)w pulls back to a class h E u; ’ E”,(X, _ ,). By induction h = qa. 
Since/, is an q-module map, c = q*(w +/*(a)). 
(b) Let YEO;‘E~(X~), s > 2 satisfy qy = 0. Then g,(y) = 0 since the lemma is true for 
the odd spheres. Hence there is a WE u’ -‘E;(XI_ l) with/*(w) = y. WC will prove that w pulls 
back to S’“l+’ proving y = 0. WC have VW pulls back, say to a in filtration son S*“~+‘. Since 
s > 2a = qx for some x in filtrations s - 1. Then q(d(x) - w) = 0 and a(x) = w by induc- 
tion. n 
COROLLARY 5.5. If X is spherically resolved then 
u;lEJX) = u;lE,(X). 
Furthermore v; ’ E;(X) = 0 i/s > 4. 
Prooj. The periodic UNSS splits off of the UNSS converging to the unstable L, 
localization of X [S]. (The periodic UNSS converges to the periodic homotopy if the 
localization of X is given by the mapping telescope described in Section 2.) In particular 
g’x = 0 in E,. By Lemma 5.4, every element in u ;’ Ez has the form #x with filtration x c 3. 
Then $.K either supports a differential or has to bc killed. If it is killed, then by sparseness it 
has to be by a d,. Suppose x supports a differential, d, with s > 3. Then. since s 2 5, 
(sparseness), d,(x) = q’y # 0 with d,y = 0 (if it were not zero then $d,y # 0 by 5.4 and q4y 
would not survive to E,). But then q’y must be hit by a d, and is zero in E, which is 
a contradiction. m 
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For the next lemma we study fibrations 
We assume the fibration induces a long exact sequence in EI. Suppose we have the 
following situation in the UNSS of the fibration. 
8-r 
p-+a 
B FX B 
i.e. /?E Es+‘(X) maps to YE E’,+‘(B) and PEE $-l(B) maps to a via the boundary, d. 
We are interested in the relationship between differentials and filtrations jumps. Sup- 
pose /l survives to homotopy and pulls back to a class in homotopy groups of F which is 
detected by a. Then z jumps filtration and maps to zero in E2. If p is any pullback of a, it 
must support a differential (since z does not pull back in homotopy). There are similar, 
shifted, situations with a, /I, p, y in the homotopy of X, B, and F respectively or on B, F and 
X respectively. 
LEMMA 5.6. There is Q p such that 
d,p = y. 
Assuming 5.6 we can now prove 5.2 for the prime 2. We have to place the following 
condition on X. 
(*) 0;’ Ej(X,) arc cyclic. 
THEOREM 5.7. Let p = 2 and X be spheric&y resolved and satisfies (+), then the periodic 
UNSS conoeryes to the periodic homotopy of X. 
ProoJ The proof is by induction. We assume convergence for X1_ 1. 
(a) Every homotopy class is detected: 
Let bcv; ‘x,(X,). Suppose b is not detected. So b has arbitrarily high filtration (i.e. as 
we pass to the limit the filtration of b becomes infinite). Then b must map to zero in 
v;‘n*(P~+’ ) and b pulls back to a homotopy class, a on XI_, . By induction a must be 
detected by a class in v;‘E2, say a. When a is mapped to vl ‘EI(X,) it has arbitrarily high 
jumps in filtration. By 5.6 this produces arbitrarily large differentials on S*“l+’ contradic- 
ting 4.4. 
(b) If a class has no differentials it represents an element in periodic homotopy: 
Suppose all differentials on p in u l’E2(X1) are zero, but p does not represent 
a homotopy element. We may assume the filtration of p is zz 2. 
We first show that k maps non-zero to S *“I+’ Using Lemma 5.6, the assumption on p, . 
and the inductive convergence for XI_, we shall produce a family of elements in filtration 
one of St”@* ’ supporting non-zero differentials. These classes will produce a contradiction. 
Continuing with the proof, assume p pulls back to a class, w, in v;iE2(XI_ i). Any choice of 
w cannot survive, and therefore must support a d, (5.5). with target o1 ‘w, pulls back to W* 
(on S*“‘+ ’). First of all w2 cannot be the target of a differential. If this were not the case it 
would have to be in the image of a d, (5.5) and we would be able to alter w to get an infinite 
cycle which is impossible. Any choice of w2 must also support a non-zero d3. If not then w2 
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would represent a permanent cycle which maps to zero on the sphere. By 5.6 the pullback of 
0.1~ in homotopy would have to be a class, v, which pulls back in u;‘E2 to a class 5 with 
d,V = wt. Then, by induction o - G survives and maps to p - v. Hence p survives, which is 
a contradiction. Let w, be the target of the differential on w2. Then o3 pulls back to an 
element in E2(Xi) which cannot be the target of a differential. and since o, is in filtration 
> 4 it must support a non zero differential. Continuing in this way we obtain an infinite 
family of non-zero classes. {w,} on Xi _ , , Xi and Sznr + ‘, each supporting a non-zero d3. Let 
& denote the k-th class on the sphere. If r(l is in bidegree (s, t) then 4, is in bidegree 
(s + 8k - 6, t + 6k - 4). By 5.4, & = q s+sk-B@k where rDk has a non-zero d3 and has 
bidegree (2, t - 2s + 12 - lOk), k = 1,2, . . . . From Fig. 1 in Section 4 we see that this is 
impossible. 
Therefore we may assume ~1 maps to x # 0 in S2”l+‘. We may assume z is not in the 
image of a class that survives to periodic homotopy (if x is in the image of (I which survived 
then a - a is an infinite cycle which does not survive, and pulls back to X1- 1 which we have 
shown to be impossible). By induction a has to survive. The boundary of x, which is non 
zero in the homotopy of Xi_ L, jumps filtration. By induction it cannot have arbitrarily high 
filtration. So there must be a class, I, in u ;‘Er(X,- ,) representing the image of a. V is not 
zero in homotopy. If the filtration of /L > 1 then the filtration of c > 4 and we have 
a contradiction of 5.5. If the filtration of 1~ = I then ? is in filtration 4 and maps to a class, 
v in r;‘E:(Xi) which is hit by a differential from a class, J which maps to a (5.6). By 
assumption (*) /I = % which is a contradiction. l 
Rrmark. (a) Without condition (*) wc can still guarantee that cvcry periodic homotopy 
class is dctcctcd, and if there arc any spurious classes. they must bc in filtration I. By 
examining the proof it is clear that thcrc arc other conditions which will guarantee 
convcrgoncc. For cxamplc the spectral sequence converges for sphere bundles over spheres. 
All calculations to date have satisfied the convergence conditions. 
It is clear from the proof why the stable convergence theorem is true (for spherically 
resolved spaces). One of the main steps in the proof was to produce an element, V, in 
filtration 4 which, in the unstable case, can represent a non-zero homotopy element, and 
without condition (*) may violate the convergence theorem. In the stable case there are no 
such elements i.e. any class in filtration 4 which survives must be hit by a differential. 
We now prove 5.6. Since all cases are similar we prove only one and leave the remaining 
two to the reader. 
Recall ([ 1)) that the UNSS is constructed from a tower of fibrations 
1 
D,+ I(X) 
which is functorial in X. d, is defined to be k-d’ when d’ is the boundary in the homotopy 
sequence of the fibration D,, , + D, + K,. (We use d’ to distinguish it from the boundary in 
the long exact sequence in L;; ‘E2). The proof makes reference to the following diagram. 
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D,+,(F) D,+,(X) L-w K,+,NY), D,+,(B) L K,+,(B), 
L L 
D,(F), L h’,(F), D,(X) t 
I I / I +I 
D,-,(F) D,_,(X) -L KS- I(X), D,-,(B) L K,- ,w, 
where /; and g* are the maps of towers induced by /and g. The labels, 2, i.’ etc. denote 
elements in the homotopy groups of the spaces they are adjacent to. They will be explained 
in the proof. 
Proof of 5.6. There is a homotopy class, a, in n(D,(F)) with k(a) = atznK,(F). a maps, 
viaf, to a class %‘~rrK,(x). By assumption i’ = 0 in Et. So there is a class, LEEK,-,(X) 
with d,(i.) = X:-d’(A) = i.‘. By assumption there is a i. such thatj;(a) - a’(A) lifts to nD,+,(X) 
and maps via k to /?.g.,,(p) = 7. Let p = g,(i). Then, by the definition of d in the long exact 
sequence of Ez’s. c?(p) = a. Since g,/, = 0 and g* is a map of towers, d,(p) = y. n 
6. CONCLUDING RESIARKS 
Since the UNSS works just as well for QS”‘+’ as it does for S2”’ ’ WC may generalize the 
results of Section 5 to spaces built out of Q.S”” ’ by fibrations. This is useful since RX may 
have torsion free homology cvcn if X does not c.g. finite H-spaces. Of course there is a trade 
OK The difficulty is transfcrrcd to the coalgcbra structure of BP,(RX). So WC have to use the 
composite functor spectral scqucnce ([I]). 
We may also use thcsc methods for spaces built out of SU(2n + I)/SU(2n - I), e.g. 
SU(2n + I) since the periodic UNSS collapses to the 1 and 2 lines. In fact in this situation 
the periodic UNSS collapses to the periodic homotopy (see [63). 
It is also interesting to use periodic homotopy to study mapping spaces. For example 
there is a very interesting example due to Harper and Zabrodsky [13] of a finite H-space 
with cohomology an exterior algebra on odd generators which is not spherically resolved. 
The obstruction thoy construct to realizing a sequence of fibrations is related to ut periodic 
homotopy elements. It is reasonable to ask if this is special to this situation. By considering 
the periodic UNSS for a mapping space we can generalize the results of this paper for odd 
primes and prove that the u;‘E2 collapses to filtrations 0, 1, and 2. In particular any 
algebraic map must survive. In other words all obstructions to realizing maps between 
a finite complex and a spherically resolved space are ~1, torsion. 
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